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BELL SYSTEM PRACTICES 
Plant Series 

SECTION 216-435-301 
Issue 1, January, 1952 

AT&TCo Standard 

TAKING EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE 

TRANSLATORS 

NO. 1 CROSSBAR OFFICES ARRANGED FOR AMA 

1. GENERAL 

1.01 This section covers the method to be 
followed in taking translator cir

cuits out of service in No. 1 crossbar of
fices arranged for AMA. Part J of this 
section covers the method of teking trans. 
lator circuits and individual pieces of ap
paratus associated with these circuits out 
of service. Part 4 covers the precautions 
to be followed when working on the appara
tus associated with these circuits. 

1.02 Local instructions should be followed 
with reference to recording any reg

ister operations caused by working on the 
apparatus. 

l.OJ Whenever it is necessary to take a 
translator circuit out 9f service, 

the traffic department should be advised 
as soon as practicable in accordance with 
local instructions. 

1.04 A translator may handle possibly one 
thousand subscribers lines and when 

it is made busy will cause toll calls mcide 
by these subscribers to be re-routed to 
overflow or permit local calls to be made 
without a charge record. For this reason, 
avoid if possible, making a translator 
busy during the daytime and/or busy hour 
periods. 

2. APPARATUS 

2.01 No. J22A (make busy) plugs, as re
quired. 

2.02 No. 89) cord, 6 feet long, equipped 
with two No. 360A tools (1 WlJB cord) 

and two KS-6278 tools (for use when working 
on the TMB relay.) 

2.03 Two No. 893 cords, J feet long, each 
e~ipped with two No. )60A tools 

(1 Wl)A cord) and two No. 419A tools (for 
use when working on the T-NO, T-OP and Z 
relays). 

3 • METHOD OF TAKING EQUIFMBNT OUT OF SERVICE 

Translator 

).01 At the transverter trouble indicator 
frame insert a make busy plug into 

the TtlNSL-iiB jack • 

Caution: Taking a translator cir
cuit out of service prevents the 
completion of toll calls made by 
the subscribers served by that 
particular translator circuit 
and also prevents char~ing for 
local calls made by these sub
scribers. For this reason, a 
tr~nslator should be made busy 
only when it will greatly exped
ite clearing trouble. 

Transl&tor Path to a Particular Transverter 

3.02 At the tr&nsverter trouble indicator 
frame, insert a make busy plug into 

the TV-MB jack to make busy the transverter. 

Individual Piec~s of Apparatus 

J.03 Ali Relay: Restore the SA key, if 
operated • 

3.04 CH, CHl or CH2 Relay: Restore the 
SA key, if operated. Block non

operated the OTR relay. 

J.05 EO to E7,iR or TRO to TR? Relays: 
Restore t e SA key,!? operated. 

Insulate the lT contact of the OTR relay. 

Caution: If a chain failure on the 
TVP-relays occurs while any of 
these relays are out of service.the 
automatic transfer of the preference 
feature to the E- relay chains will 
not take hlace. If a chain failure 
occurs, t e CH lamp will light at 
the translator frame and a minor 
alarm will sound. In this case, 
operate and restore the SA key to 
retire the alarm. 

any oft ese relays 
relay non-operated. However, these relays 
cannot be removed from service without se
riously limiting service and the trouble 
preventing their proper use should be 
cleared immediately. When any of these re
lays is in an inoperative condition for any 
reason, the calls requiring its use ~~11 be 
blocked, thereby bringing in a trouble ind~ 
cation on the transverter trouble indicator. 
After the trouble indication is registered, 
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a second trial call is made which will also 
be blocked and cause local calls to be com
pleted without a charge record made or cau• 
toll calls to be re-routed to overflow. If 
it will greatly expedite the clearing of 
trouble by removing the translator from 
service, make busy the translator as de
scribed in 3.01. 

Note: When any of these relays with 
the exception of the GO to 019 
relays are inoperative because of 
an open or short circuited winding, 
the relay may be used to furnish 
emergency service by removing its 
operating lead from the primary 
winding and then connecting it to 
the secondary winding. On the SW
relays, transfer the leads (opera
ting and contact protection) from 
tbe 13TF to the 14TR terminal. On 
the VF-relays, transfer the lead 
from the 12BF to the 13BR terminal. 
On the E-SW or O-SW relays, transfer 
the leads (operating and contact 
protection) from the lOTF to the 
11 TR terminal • 

GOH.Relay: Make busy the translator 
as described in 3.01. 

3.08 HNO to HN 
to or to o s an . 

Vacuum u es: ese co s an vacuum tubes 
cannot be removed from service without se
riously limiting service, therefore the 
trouble preventing their proper use should 
be cleared i11111ediately. When any of these 
coils or vacuum tubes is in an inoperative 
condition, the calls requiring their use 
will be blocked, thereby bringing in a 
trouble indication on the transverter 
trouble indicator. After the trouble indi
cation is registered! a second trial call 
is made which will a so be blocked and 
cause local calls to be completed without a 
charge record made or cause toll calls to be 
re-routed to overflow. If it will greatly 
expedite the clearing of trouble by re
moving the translator from service, make 
busy the translator as described in 3.01. 
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Note: When a coil is inoper~tive be
cause one of its two windings is 
open, emergency service may be fur
nished by connecting together the 
terminals of the open winding on 
this coil. During the time that a 
coil is working on one winding only, 
an incomplete trouble indication 
may be received as a result of a 
failure on directory number check 
therefore the defective coil shouid 
be replaced promptly. However,e•~ 
gency service cannot be furnished 
through a coil when one or both of 
its windings are shortcircuited. 

OTR Relaff: Restore the SA key, if op
erated. lock non-operated the OTR relay. 

3.10 SST Relay or Vacuum Tube: Block op-
erated the Z relay. This permits the 

translator to furnish service by using_ only 
the ssn surge supply. 

).11 SSTl Relay or Vacuum Tube: Block non-
operated the Z relay. Thia permits 

the translator to furnish service by using 
only the SST surge supply. 

).12 TMB Relay: This relay is normally out 
ot service when the translator is not 

made busy. 

3.13 T-NO or·f-OP Relay: These relays are 
normally out of service when tests ot 

the directory number tubes are not being 
made from the subscribers sender test frame. 

3.14 TVI-O to TVI-7 or TVO-O to TVO-7 
Relays: To remove any of these relays 

from service, block the relay non-operated. 
If any of these relays is in an inoperative 
condition for any reason, the calls requir
ing its use will be blocked, thereby 
bringing in a trouble indication on ~he 
transverter trouble indicat~r. However, 
when the second trial is made and if another 
transverter is idle, the call should be 
completed through the TVI- and TVO- relays 
of the other transverter. If completion of 
calls on second trial is undesirable, make 
busy the transverter associated with the 
TVI- or TYO-relay as described in 3.02. 

3.15 TVPO to TVP7 Relar: Operate the SA 
key and then bloc operated the OTR 

relay. This permits the translator to 
furnish service by using only the E relay 
preference chain and disableathe automatic 
transfer of preference chains. 

3.16 W or Z Relay: Block operated the Z 
relay. This pennits the translator 

to furnish service by using only the SSTl 
surge supply. 

3.17 1TB Relay: Insulate the 3T contact of 
the TMB relay. Thia disables the 

false ground detection teature on the TB 
lead to the transverters. 

3.18 IVF Rela!h Block non-operated the IVF 
relay. is disables the crossed 

vertical file lead detection feature. 

4. PRECAUTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED WHEN WORKING 
oR fflE APPARATUS 

E-SW, GO to Gl~ GOH 0-SW SWO, SWl SW2, M· swi. TVI-~to1JI-7, fvo-o to 'i'to-7 
to 4 or t Ke ays 

4.01 Before working on these relays, ineert 
a make busy plug into the TRNS~-MB 

jack at the transverter trouble indicator 
frame to make busy the translator. 

Caution: Taking a translator circuit 
out of service prevents the co■pletbl 
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4.02 Observe the follotring precaution 
when working on the relays noted 

in 4.03. 

4.03 TVI-0 to TVI-7 or TV0-0 to TV0-7 
Rela 3s: Insert a make busy plug into 

the TV-MBack at the transverter trouble 
indicator frame to make busy the associated 
transverter. 

AR Relay 

4.04 Restore the SA key, if operated. 
Insulate the 2B contact of the ~TR 

relay to prevent sounding an alarm. 

CH, CHl or CH2 Relays 

4.05 Block non-operated the OTR relay to 
prevent sounding an alarm. 

EO to E7 Relays 

4.06 Restore the SA key, if operated. 
Block non-operated the OTR relay to 

prevent the translator start through the 
emergency preference relays. 

OTR Relc.Y 

4.07 Restore the SA key, if operated. 

4.og Remove the blocking tool from the 
OTR relay if blocked non-operated. 

4.09 Insulate the 9B contact of the AR 
relay to prevent .sounding an alarm. 

4.10 Block non-operated the TR and TRO to 
TR7 relays to prevent interference 

with the translator start • 

SST Relay 

4.11 Block operated the Z relay to permit 
the translator to continue in service 

by using only the SSTl surge supply. 

SSTl or W Rela.y 

4.12 Block non-operated the Z relay to 
permit the translator to continue in 

service by using only the SST surge supply. 

TMB Relay 

4.13 If the translator is not made busy, 
insulate the 2T contact of the TMB 

relay to prevent sending a false indication 
of translator made busy to the transverter 
circuits. 
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4.14 If the translator is made busyi con-
nect ground to the one of the TB 

punchings en the TRVA or TRV terminal strips 
at the top of ~he frame and then remove 
the make busy plug from the TRNSL-MB jack 
at the transverter trouble indicator frame. 

T-NO or T-OP Relay 

4.15 Before working on either of these 
relays, connect the 2T terminal to 

the JT terminal and connect the 2B 
terminal to the JB terminal at the wiring 
side of the relay to be worked on. 

TR Relay 

4.16 If the OTR and TR- relays are oper-
ated, block them operated. If these 

relays are released, block them non-oper
ated. 

4.17 Insulate the lT contact or the OTR 
relay. 

l, .• 18 Before restoring the TR rel~.y to 
service, first remove the insulator 

from the OTR relay and then remove th~ 
blocking tools from the OTR and TR- relays. 

TRO to TR? Relays 

4.19 Make busy the transverter associated 
with the relay to be worked on as 

described in 4.0J. 

4.20 If the OTR, TR and TR- relays ~re 
operated, block them all operated 

except the relay to be worked on. If the 
OTR, TR and TR- relays are released, block 
them all non-operated except thP. reley to 
be worked on. 

4.21 Insulate the lT contact of the OTR 
relay. 

4.22 Before restoring the relays to ser-
vice first remove the insulator 

from the OTR relay and then remove the 
bloc.king tools from the OTR and TR- relays. 

TVPO to TVP7 Relays 

4.23 Operate the SA key. Then block op-
erated the OTR relay to prevent a 

translator start through the regular pre
ference relays. 

XTB Relay 

4.24 The XTB lamp will lig~t and the mi-
nor alarm will sound while this re

lay is operated. 

Z Relay 

4.25 Before working on this relay, pre
pare the circuit in the following 

sequence: 
(1) Block non-operated the Z relay. 
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(2) Connect the lT terminal to the 
2T terminal or the Z relay at the 
wiring side of the relay. 

(J) Connect the 4T terminal to-the 
ST terminal of the Z relay at 
the wiring side or the relay. 

(4) Remove the SST-1 relay from its 
socket. 

(5) Remove the blocking tool from 
the Z relay. 

4.26 When restQring the Z relay to service, 
use the following sequence: 

(1) Block non-operated the Z relay. 
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(2) Remove the t8st connections on 
the wiring side or the Z relay. 

(3) Replace the SST-1 relay in its 
socket. 

(4) Remove the blocking tool from 
the Z relay. 

5. REPORTS 
5.01 Where required, the record or the 

equipment removed from service 
should be entered on the proper form. 

5.02 Where required, the record of reg
ister o~erations caused by working 

on the apparatus should be forwnrded Ac
cording to local instructions. 
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